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What is our goal?

We want to tell children 

about…

①Gender has no boundaries.

②You can freely choose how 

to express your sexuality. 

③No one can blame your 

choice.



Previous research
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No 66.1％

Yes 11.9％

Q. Have you ever been 
educated about gender？

For junior high school students   
（２６１９people）

Lack of gender education!!

Approved Specific Nonprofit  

Corporation ReBit
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Previous research

The idea, gender can

be divided into two



In an interview
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When they found themselves minorities

「despair」
「I have to lie myself」
「I can not tell anyone」
「painful」
「I may be ill」

They denied themselves and were 

concerned about the reactions of 

their surroundings. →Social prejudice



Serious problem
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3 times 2.3 times 5.2 times 10 times

Many people think about suicide.

The Ministry of 

Health, Labor, and 

Welfare’s Suicide 

Countermeasures 

Promotion Council



Predict

Even if gender education is conducted after junior high 

school, they already have the value that gender can be 

devided into two, so the effect of the education is weak. 

Social prejudice is created.

This also triggers minorities to deny their existence and 

think about suicide
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Gender education from early childhood is important.



Action plan
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Action plan
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We read aloud the picture-

story shows of the bears. In 

picture story shows, we convey 

that there are various types of 

gender and that self-

expression is free.



Action plan

We ask children to make 

clothes again and make 

puppets, children would use 

the work in their daily play and 

the educational effect would 

continue.

We are careful not to deny the 

children’s sense of freedom.



Result

At Kindergarten Attached To Osaka 

Kyoiku University

We hold a workshop.

Comparing the first and second 

works.
①The spread of color distribution

②The spread of shape distribution

③The children’s remarks



Result
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Before

A lot of boys use blue color

A lot of girls use pink color

After

Use a variety of colors

Reduced gender bias

In addition, the

number of clothes

with a rainbow motif 

has increased 

rapidly.



Result
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Skirt type Pants type

The bias between boys and girls has decreased significantly.



Result
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“It’s not cool unless it’s blue”

“Wearing a skirt is like a girl”

“Is the bear a boy? girl?”

→Tell children that the bear is free-

living bear with no fixed gender.

“What kind of clothes the bear 

was wearing was good.”

“What kind of clothes does the

bear want to wear?”

Changes in remarks.

We were able to tell young 

children about sexual 

diversity.



Proposal to society
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Our conclusion

Gender education from early childhood can convey gender 

diversity.

If we deepen children’s understandings of sexual diversity from an 

early age, the prejudice will decrease. We can create a society 

where people of all genders can live comfortably.  

Suggestion of workshop
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Thank You For Your Attention!!!
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